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This newsletter has contributions from people who
share their perspectives and opinions.
The views expressed are not necessarily shared or
endorsed by the Bridge Collective

Editorial
We are all making our own journey through time. The Bridge Collective offers us
opportunities to travel some of the way together. The Bridge has been making its
own journey through time and is turning 15 on the 3rd April. 15 is an interesting
age, when some foundations are in place allowing for increasing exploration of self
and world. It can also be a turbulent age full of growth and change. In any case,
happy birthday to us! We offer a full newsletter to mark the spring, with venerable
trees, sunrises, rabbits and flowers, a recipe for wild pesto and some reflections on
‘things that kept me going’ through the lockdowns. We also welcome a new
member of the employee team. June joined us in November 2021 and we are
delighted to benefit from her wisdom, energy and experience. We hope you are
enjoying the earth’s journey into spring and that you continue in the collective
journey of the Bridge.
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What’s On at the Bridge in May 2022
Tuesday 3rd May, 11 am – 1.00 pm: Online Experts by Experience Monthly Meeting. All
Welcome.
Thursday 5th May, 1 – 2 pm: (TBC) Online Open Thursday A space for connecting with each
other for peer support, talking, sharing or sitting quietly. Welcome!
Monday 9th May,1.30 – 3 pm: Online Art at the Bridge. Join us to make art and craft in
company and share ideas. We will post a suggested theme on our Facebook page near the
time, or bring your own themes and projects to work on in company. All welcome!
Tuesday 10th May, 2.30-3.30pm (time to be confirmed). Experts by Experience Mad
Language open online discussion – book through Exeter Phoenix – part of Bloom festival.
Wednesday 11th May, 1 – 2 pm: Open Minds – Online Open Minds is a peer support group
for people who see, hear or sense things other people don’t (sometimes labelled
‘psychosis’). A space for chat, support, sharing ideas and general discussion.
Thursday 12th May 10.30 - 12.30 Online Bridge Community Meeting – our monthly
decision-making meeting. All welcome!
Thursday 12th May 2.30 am – 3.30 pm: Policy Review Meeting – Online. A meeting to
review Bridge Policies. Anyone with an interest in policy reviewing and development
welcome. Please email info@bridgecollective.org.uk for a link to join
Thursday 12th May, 1 – 2 pm: (TBC) Online Open Thursday A space for connecting with
each other for peer support, talking, sharing or sitting quietly. Welcome!
Tuesday 17th May, 11am – 12.30 pm: Experts by Experience Development Meeting –
Online (blended in-person – to be confirmed) – All Welcome
Wednesday 18th May, 2 – 3.00 pm: Greenwood Online Meet-up
Thursday 19th May, 1 – 2 pm: (TBC) Online Open Thursday A space for connecting with
each other for peer support, talking, sharing or sitting quietly. Welcome!
Monday 23rd May, 1.30 – 3 pm: Online Art at the Bridge. A space to meet up and be
creative. Join us to make art and craft in company and share ideas. We will post a suggested
theme on our Facebook page near the time, or bring your own themes and projects to work
on in company. All welcome! For a link please email art@bridgecollective.org.uk
Thursday 26th May 1.00 pm – 3.00 pm: Annual General Meeting (A.G.M.) Online All
welcome. Please email info@bridgecollective.org.uk for a link to join.
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Where to find out what’s on at the Bridge Collective……
Drop into our Thursday online Open Space,
1pm to 2pm. Held on as many Thursdays as we
can. This is a space to find out about our online
meet-ups, to connect with the Bridge and with
each other.
Visit our What’s on page on our website for
how to join our new online meet-ups:
www.bridgecollective.org.uk/whats-on/
See our online Calendar page on our website.
We have a new temporary calendar for online
meet-ups: www.bridgecollective.org.uk/calendar
Visit our facebook page to see and share news of
Bridge Collective activities; resources from fellow
community projects; and photos and activities that
are nourishing us.
www.facebook.com/bridgecollective
Find this sheet on our front door. Please get in
touch if you would like to be kept informed of
upcoming activities and events and how you can
join, either email: info@bridgecollective.org.uk or
telephone: 01392 433358 (landline messages are
being picked up remotely once a week).
See our and Groups & Activities sheet for more
information about our online meet-ups.
www.bridgecollective.org.uk/activities-and-groups/
Sign up to receive emails about Bridge Events
Groups & Activities
www.bridgecollective.org.uk/sign-up-form/
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Bridge Collective online Activities & Groups
Mon
Art at the Bridge:
We are holding online art group meet-ups twice a month on a Monday
afternoon, 1.30-3pm. Open to all. A time to get together and share ideas
of art to do at home and to join in a relaxed, enjoyable art activity together
online. Please see the What's On page on the website, or look on
facebook for current dates.

Tues
Experts by Experience:
Mental health awareness workshop team. We aim to share our lived
experiences, which have sometimes been labelled as mental illness, in
an environment of peer support to: promote positive public awareness,
increase confidence in talking about mental health, improve mental health
services, and increase access to a wide range of understandings about
mental health. Whilst we are unable to meet in person, we are holding
our Monthly Meeting online at the same time of 11am - 1pm on the
1st Tuesday of the month, and our Development Meeting from 11am 12.30pm on the 3rd Tuesday of each month. All welcome. For more
information email ebye@bridgecollective.org.uk
Company systems working party:

These online working parties are arranged (as needed)
2 – 2.55 pm on the 2nd Tuesday of the month.
Our usual activities include practical tasks, drafting processes,
checks, maintenance, record keeping. Currently we are meeting (as
needed) to look at questions to do with safer working. Please send
questions by the 1st Tuesday of the month
to: safety@bridgecollective.org.uk

Wed
Open Minds:
Open Minds is a peer support group for people who see, hear, or sense
things other people don’t (sometimes labeled ‘psychosis’). At the moment
we are aiming to meet online via Zoom from 1 – 2pm on the 2nd
Wednesday of the month for chat, support, sharing ideas, and general
discussion. Keep an eye on The Bridge Facebook page for details of our
next meeting or email us openminds@bridgecollective.org.uk.
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Greenwood Project:
Coming together to share connection with nature and making things by
hand from natural materials we collect ourselves: all allow us to see and
experience life in a new healing way. Until we are able to meet again in
the woods and the countryside, we’ll be meeting online on the third
Wednesday of each month from 2-3.30pm (see What’s On for current
dates), and sharing experiences and news on the Bridge facebook.
Newsletter working space:
We currently meet online from 11am-12 midday on some Wednesdays –
see the What’s On page - for planning and putting together our quarterly
Bridge Collective newsletter. Email: newsletter@bridgecollective.org.uk
for a link to join this online meet-up.

Thurs
Open Space:
1-2pm on as many Thursdays as we can. (see What’s On for current
Thursday online open spaces). Drop in to this online meet-up anytime
between 1 and 2pm. This is a space to find out about and our online
meet-ups, to connect with the Bridge and with each other. All welcome.
Email: info@bridgecollective.org.uk for a link to join this online meet-up.
Community meeting:
We’re a social enterprise, building a company and community. The
Bridge Collective has a unique organisational structure. It is a flat
organisation aiming for everyone involved to have the same power to
make decisions as everyone else. Decisions about the running of the
collective are made at our community meetings open to all. Currently 13pm every 3rd Thursday. (see What’s On for current dates).

Finding out about our online meet-ups
For more information and to find out more about what we do - you are very
welcome to come to our online Thursday Open Space.
Email: info@bridgecollective.org.uk, or Phone: 01392 433358
Details of our online meet-ups can be found here:
What’s On page: http://www.bridgecollective.org.uk/whats-on/
Calendar page: http://www.bridgecollective.org.uk/calendar/
Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/bridgecollective

Sign up to receive emails about Bridge Events, Groups & Activities
www.bridgecollective.org.uk/sign-up-form/
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New Director
Hello! I’m Tamasin and I recently became a Director of the
Bridge Collective. I lived in Exeter between 2000-2003 when I
was a student at the university. During this time, I linked with
people at the Joan of Arc Project and carried out work which
eventually led to the setting up of the Better Believe It group.
I have since lived in various parts of the UK – currently I’m in
Dundee in Scotland. I have kept a link with Exeter, and in 2014
came and spoke at the Choices in Approaches event hosted by
the Bridge Collective and Soteria Network Southwest. I talked
about my trip to the USA the previous year to explore
alternative approaches to mental health recovery.
Since the pandemic and the introduction of online meetings I
have been able to be more involved in the work of the Bridge
Collective. I particularly enjoyed participating in the Rhino
Project in 2021.
In addition to my role at the Bridge Collective, I work for the
NHS as a public health doctor, and for a local charity in Dundee
as a counsellor.
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Journeys through Time: New Travel Opportunity
I first encountered Bridge Collective in
2012 when I was a support worker at
Mind; I went with some co-workers to
an event organized by Bridge
Collective to listen to Rufus May
talking about his experiences and how
he worked with people. I was amazed
by this man, not just because of what
he said but the fact that people were
listening to him, intently, and clearly
he was very highly regarded. I had a
childhood friend who, like Rufus May,
was a voice hearer, she was less
highly regarded. She died in hospital
when we were 45, partly due to being
overmedicated.
This event opened up a line of enquiry
in my mind, about living with who we are and not least, the question “Who
are these Bridge Collective people? What do they do?”
I read the newsletter when I could, to keep an eye out for further thought
provoking events and information. I found out about the Open Minds group
and Experts by Experience and thought about the difference this way of
thinking could make to lots of people, including people like my friend who
died. I am really grateful there is somewhere anyone of us can go, where
it’s ok to be as we are.
In my support worker role, I often told other people about The Bridge
Collective and encouraged them to find out more (I still do). As I worked
and studied full time, I was unable to attend many groups, apart from a few
Open Reflections. Last year in November I had the opportunity to join The
Bridge Collective Employee Team. I have realised that my ways of thinking
are going to be challenged much further and I am looking forward to
meeting more of the Bridge community – that’s the best bit.
June
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Outside the window I see wild daffodils
by the fence. A wooden fence, not level.
A magpie sits on it pecking.
It flies down.
Alison

Photo by Alison
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Joan of Arc
May 30th is Joan of Arc Day
Between 2000 and 2007 there was a room in 59
Magdalen Street belonging to Mind in Exeter
and East Devon, called the Joan of Arc Room. It
was home to the Joan of Arc Project, one of the
projects that came together in April 2007 to
form the Bridge Collective.
When we moved into King Street in September
2007 we gave the name Joan of Arc Room to
the rst main room you enter as you come into
our building.
Below are some words we wrote about the Joan of Arc
Project.

fi
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An extract from “News from the Joan of Arc Room, March-June 2001
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Here’s how Joan described her own experience
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Decoupage Upcycling Lenor bottle themes: Xmas 21, New year 22,
Valentine's 22, nearly spring 22.
-Christine Davison
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Annual General Meeting 2022
Our 2022 Annual General Meeting will be held online on Zoom on Thursday
26th May, 1-3pm, preceded by an online lunch from 12 noon. Formal notice
will be sent to members with at least 21 days notice, giving joining
information, and information about proxy and postal voting.
For non-members, details will be published on our Facebook page and
website What’s On page.
Outline of Agenda:
Election of Directors
Review of the year April 2021 – March 2022
If you would like to vote at the AGM, you will need to have up-to-date Bridge
Collective membership for the year June 2021 -May 2022.
Membership renewal
If you would like to renew or become a Member, you will need to read and
agree to our Membership Statement, send a completed membership form,
and pay a subscription.
You can find and download the membership form on our website at
https://www.bridgecollective.org.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2022/04/Membership-statement-and-form-updated-April2022.pdf
You can print and return it by post to “Company Secretary Team, The Bridge
Collective CIC, Unit 4, King Street Business Centre, Exeter, EX1 1BH” or by
email to companysecretary@bridgecollective.org.uk
If you would like us to post you a paper membership form, please ask either
by letter or email to the above addresses, or by leaving a message on the
Bridge office phone 01392 433358. Make sure you tell us the address you’d
like the form sent to.
Please be aware that it might take 2-3 weeks to receive and process your
membership form if sent by post.
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Paintings by Liz

Spring Painting

Pollinators and their Flowers

Painting of
Shapes in Nature
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Hello everyone,
News from the Experts by Experience
project
It really feels like Spring today with the sun shining and the buds
budding!

Wood anemone

Weigela budding

We have had a busy Winter with training, new recruitment and planning
projects. Even though we are still meeting online, which means that
many of us have not been able to join in, we have managed to keep
going. I think not being face-to-face is taking its toll on all of us in some
ways, and I think many of us are ready to take steps back into the Bridge
building. But in other ways being online has been positive, as we have
been able to welcome new people from other parts of the country and
not everyone feels ready to get together in close proximity yet. So I am
hoping that we can find some blended way of meeting in the next few
months so that people can be included in a way that suits them.
We are in the midst of recruiting a new Community Worker to
co-facilitate EbyE with me, and have now got the application pack
together and will be advertising the post next week. If you would like to
help to spread the word by putting up posters or sending out emails to
people you might know that would be interested, please get in touch.
Look out for the adverts on the website, facebook and other bulletins.
The interview date is set for the 16th of May so with any luck we will
have someone in post shortly after.
We have now had 4 online training sessions this term with Student
Mental Health Nurses from Plymouth University and have had some
really positive feedback.
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“I was able to evaluate my own practice and learn to gather new skills.”
“I learned how sometimes sitting alongside the person is just what they
need the most”
And some feedback that gives us some good pointers for the future
“Perhaps written questions to ask and go away with a view to enable
reflection. There is a lot of information to digest during these sessions or
maybe sign posting to any literature or anything that you have read that
has been helpful within your journeys.”
We are looking forward to the final 2 sessions in April.
We have also carried out 4 training sessions with Student Doctors from
Exeter University and have 4 more at the end of March, and have had 2
new participants of EbyE attending as a “Fly on the Wall” to both sets of
training, to get experience of what we do.
But it's not all about training. We have spent time together talking about
topics close to our hearts, such as the use of medication in treatment of
mental health, which has led to our planning a discussion space called
‘Medicating Madness’ in June. We have set a provisional date of the
29th, but will bring the proposal to the Community Meeting in April.
We are also planning an EbyE contribution to the Exeter Bloom Festival
of Mental Wellbeing in May (planning on the 31st March 2.30 - 3.30) and
another session with Langdon Hospital talking about experiences such
as hearing or seeing things other people don’t often called ‘psychosis’.
I want to say a big thank you to everyone for taking an interest in EbyE
whether you can come along to events or not and being part of such a
vital project.
Our meetings are open to everyone and if you are interested in finding
out how you might be able to share your own story with the wider public
to challenge stigma and raise awareness, then please come along to our
Monthly Meetings on the first Tuesday of each month. We also have a
development meeting on the 3rd Tuesday of the month to plan projects
and review what we are doing as a team.
We value everyone’s contribution, and seek to continually enrich
what we offer through the lived experiences of new people.
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You can sign up to receive information about Experts by Experience
activities by going to this web page and using the form to select your
preferences. https://www.bridgecollective.org.uk/sign-up-form/ (Make
sure you tick the online EbyE group too)
To take part via Zoom in any of our meetings you will need to email
ebye@bridgecollective.org.uk and we will send you a link that you just
need to click on to join the meeting. We will also be advertising all our
meetings on the Bridge Collective Facebook page.
Our Spring Monthly Meetings at the Bridge Collective will be:
Tuesday 5th April 11.00 - 13.00
Tuesday 3rd May 11.00 - 13.00
Tuesday 7th June 11 - 13.00
Our Spring Development Meetings at the Bridge Collective will be:
Tuesday 19th April 11.00 - 12.30
Tuesday 17th May 11.00 - 12.30
Tuesday 21st June 11 - 12.30
Other events
Medicating Madness
Wednesday 29th June TBC, 2 - 4pm
Taking part as an Experts by Experience speaker: People can
participate in this involvement work as a volunteer or receive payment. If
you are interested in finding out more or taking part in work please email
ebye@bridgecollective.org.uk for more information.

Best wishes,
Gill Tel: Gill: 07939 991035
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Tony sent us this poem and photo after visiting the oak tree at Powderham
that Margaret wrote about in our Autumn/Winter Newsletter.

Veteran Oak
Here I stand
Over 300 years
Over wars and battles
I’ve stood my ground
No shots and no bullets
Have ever moved me
No wounds and no scars
Do I fear

My arms like branches
Come out and embrace you
And tell you that you too can be like
me.
Take the scars and the bullets
And don’t re back
Just stand your ground

fi
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The Policy Review Meetings
Every 2nd and 4th Thursday afternoon a group of
people at Bridge Collective have started meeting
on-line to look at policies. We started with the Key
Holder policy, partly to be ready for the possibility of restarting face
to face meetings, and because I am a new Key Holder, I think
maybe the first since the first lockdown. Many situations have been
changed over the last two years, so it’s a good time to review the
measures we take on keeping within the Bridge ethos.
At our most recent meeting we thought about why we have policies,
some are to meet legal requirements – stating that we are meeting
required standards. Sometimes this is necessary for insurance.
Sounds dry.... but it’s also reflecting on why we may do things
differently at Bridge Collective and trying to fit together what we
have to do and what we want to do. I have found this process very
informative on my new way of thinking (as part of a Collective), and
interesting to hear what matters to everyone.
The more people we have to lend their ideas and thoughts on each
policy, the closer we will be to having each one represent the whole
of Bridge Collective. It would be good to see you at the meetings
but if you are not able to come we welcome your input on the
development of each of the policies. They can be found on the
website. The intention is to note in the invitation email, which policy
is currently being reviewed. We are also deciding the best way to
offer feedback opportunities for those people unable to join us at
the meetings.
Keep an eye on the calendar for the meeting times and subjects –
see you there.
June
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It is good to have an end to journey
toward; but it is the journey that
matters, in the end.
Ursula Le Guin

When we try to pick out anything
by itself, we nd it hitched to
everything else in the universe.
John Muir

And we shall not cease from
exploration
And the end of all our exploring
Will be to arrive where we started
And know the place for the rst time.’
T.S. Eliot, Four Quartets

You're not the problem: the problem
is the problem
Angie Peacock

What is the purpose of writing music?
One is, of course, not dealing with
purposes but dealing with sounds. Or
the answer must take the form of a
paradox: a purposeful purposeless or a
purposeless play. This play, however, is
an a rmation of life--not an attempt to
bring order out of chaos nor to suggest
improvements in creation, but simply a
way of waking up to the very life we’re
living, which is so excellent once one
gets one’s mind and one’s desires out of
its way and lets it act of its own accord.

fi
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I’ll walk where my
own nature would be
leading; it vexes me
to choose another
guide.
Emily Brontë

One thing is all things - plankton, a
shimmering phosphorescence on the
sea and the spinning planets and an
expanding universe, all bound
together by the elastic string of time.
It is advisable to look from the tide
pool to the stars and then back to the
tide pool again.
John Steinbeck

The real voyage of discovery
consists not in seeking new
landscapes but in having
new eyes.
Marcel Proust

‘Tis better to fail in a great
attempt than to take tea and
comfortable advice.
John Keats
When you set out on your journey to
Ithaca,
pray that the road is long,
full of adventure, full of knowledge.
............
Ithaca has given you the beautiful
voyage.
Without her you would have never set out
on the road.
She has nothing more to give you.
And if you nd her poor, Ithaca has not
deceived you.
Wise as you have become, with so much
experience,
you must already have understood what
Ithaca means
from ‘Ithaca’ by C.P.Cavafy

fi
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We don’t receive
wisdom; we must
discover it for
ourselves after a
journey that no one
can take for us or
spare us.
Marcel Proust

Hedge Garlic and Wood Sorrel Pesto.
Ingredients:
15g Hedge garlic, aka Jack-by-the-hedge OR wild garlic
15g Wood Sorrel
150ml rapeseed oil
25g toasted pine nuts ( or other nuts, I sometimes use hazelnuts.)
2 large cloves of garlic, crushed.
50g Parmesan cheese.
Method:
Either use a pestle and mortar (well worth having for all sorts of
things!), or failing that a blender, to mash together the hedge/wild
garlic, wood sorrel, garlic, nuts and then stir in the Parmesan.
Put into a sterilised jar and screw on the lid.
Use with any kind of pasta except perhaps lasagne!
Enjoy the wild taste and spirit of the woods in spring!
Margaret.

Wild Garlic

Wood Sorrel
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Coping and living questions
from Guy Shennan (Solution Focussed practitioner)
These questions were shared at a Zebra Collective solution focussed practice
group.

Would you like to send us your thoughts for the next newsletter?
Here are some responses from Margaret:
These have kept me from ‘going under’ in the pandemic:
- On my early morning walk, the mistle thrush singing high up on a silver birch tree –
bringing to mind Hardy’s wonderful poem ‘The Darkling Thrush’..
- Cycling out to Shillingford and working on Exeter Growers’ field – and for a while a
young crow would be waiting for someone to feed him crumbs; then he found his
independence...!
- The ‘Rebellion of One’ with XR On 1st May 2021, sitting in the middle of Magdalen
Road with a placard saying I was terrified for the future of life on Earth, and handing
out a statement ending:
“It’s incumbent on us all to step away from the most terrible of dangers and grasp
the opportunity to bring about a safer, simpler, greener more harmonious world. We
all have this possibility through making our voices heard by those with power as well
as through taking care in our choices and actions, and finding joy just in what is
around us – it’s International Dawn Chorus Day tomorrow, still wonderful! “
– Preparing for the next Rebellion – beginning with a rally in Hyde Park on 9th April.
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Community Meeting Minutes
Below is a summary of minutes from recent Community Meeting Minutes. The full minutes
can be found here:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1z1ojViL3RHXuDLNyUy24AzyasCmwqKpq
Item
Action/Decision
9th December 2021
Welcome to
June
Community
A space outside the Community Meeting has been
Meeting
created to explore agenda items in detail to help us be
Working Space more focused when items come to the Community
Meeting. First Working Space Thurs 20th Jan 2022 10.3011.30am
Community
Experts by Experience speaker roles. Contact
Meeting
info@bridgecollective.org.uk . Invites sent to Community
Working Space Meeting contact list.
topic
Accounts
Accounts approved
Annual report
Agreed with amendments

Experts by
Experience
recruitment
documnets part
1
Break
Experts by
Experience
recruitment
documnets part
2
Risk Assessment

Andrew,
Sarah, June

Ben
Andrew,
Sarah, Ben,
June

1. Agreed community worker job description

11.27 to 11.33
2. Agreed advert 3. Agreed document about Experts by
Experience. 4. Planning meeting in January TBC contact
Gill for details

Agreed to post 2 household risk assessment and ground
rules on shared drive for community input. Contact
safety@bridgecollective.org.uk for details. comments by
5th January 2022 would be appreciated.
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Gill

Andrew

Experts by
Anyone interested contact Gill
Experience
ebye@bridgecollective.org.uk
updated
involvement
benefit rules
Wellbeing Grant Contact Sandyha Dave to clarify availability. Follow up
with advertisment to mailing lists.
Conversation
Arrange a planning session for topic: "Balance between
Session
being with ourselves and Developing Ideas at the Bridge."

13th January 2022
Laptop for June Agreed a price up to £450
Microsoft 365
Agreed that Sarah E. may subscribe to Microsoft 365 @
apps
£7.90 per month until further notice
Microsoft Office Agreed to look for the best offer for office package and
investigate multiple use options
Thursday
Set up discussion process regarding Thursday
coordination
coordination. Make documents available for comment
until 02/02/22
Facilitator
1. Agreed a first aid training budget up to £2500. 2.
training budget Agreed a fire marshal training budget up to £1500.
Employee
contract
renewals
Debrief time
with Gill
Quickbooks
accounting
software

Employee contract renewals to be added to employee
team meeting agenda 25/01/22 at 3pm

Gill

Ashley
June, Gill,
Margaret

June & Sarah
E.
Sarah E.
Sarah E.
Andrew

Andrew

Employee
team

Agreed for Sarah E. to provide debrief support until March Sarah E., Gill
Agreed to pay for 21 hours of Quickbooks training and set Sarah E.
up, at a total cost of £756. Agreed subscription to
Quickbooks software at £22 per month. Andrew, June
and Sarah E. to be set up as users.

Update on 2
Agreed covid ground rules for employees and volunteers
households
as a working document
meeting at
Bridge
Risk assessment Step 6 risk assessment approved

10th February 2022
Date for AGM
Thursday 26th May 1-3pm
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Andrew

Andrew

Report for
Devon County
Council
Thursday
coordination

Agreed to send monitoring summary and finance
Andrew
summary to DCC with last year's annual report & accounts

Ventilation
budget
Bloom Festival
panel event
Community
meeting
working space
17/02/22, 10.3012.30
Extra
community
meeting

Agreed a budget of £500 for mechanical ventilation
system
Agreed for June to represent the Bridge Collective on a
panel at the Bloom Festival
Topic: What does it mean to be an employee/volunteer
at the Bridge?

1. Agreed coordination responsibilities and volunteer
Thursday facilitator role description. 2. Agreed for Chris
and June to take on paid online Thursday coordination
within existing hours for 3 months

Chris and June

2.30-4.30pm 3rd March 2022

3rd March 2022
Supervision
Agreed to ask for one closed supervision session, in
addition to requesting more open supervision sessions.
Details regarding frequency and alternation to be
decided.

Fleur and Gill
to write email
requesting
this
resolution.
Sarah and
others on
request to
proof read.

10th March 2020
Employee
Agreed proposed employee hours. Next review in June
contracts
Amended duties April -September 2022 provision to work amended duties
- Nicola
(details in personal file)
New lease on
Agreed to sign new lease on the provision of DCC grant
Andrew,
King Street
Tamasin, Ben
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Shortlisting and Agreed shortlisting and interview panel
interview panel
for Experts by
Experience
cofacilitator
recruitment

Gill, Caroline,
Ben

Experts by
Agreed a budget of £210, subject to DCC funding
Gill and Sarah
Experience
recruitment
advertising
budget
Community
Draft risk assessments 17/03/22 10.30-12.00
Meeting
Working Space topic
Step 6 - Covid
To be brought to the Community Meeting Working Space
risk assessment Multiple
households
Wellbeing Grant Agreed to purchase 6 individual sessions from Sandhya
Ashley
Dave at £60 each session. Agreed to purchase 2 group
sessions for 6-8 people (one indoor, one outdoor) at £10p
per session.
14th April 2022
Safeguarding
team
responsibilities
April
Community
Meeting
Working Space
21/04/22

Safeguarding team responsibilities agreed. Current
Safeguarding Team members are: Andrew, Nicola, Sarah,
June.
Agreed to use the working space to discuss and define
what our collective principles are regarding the risk
assessments for recruitment of people with past
convictions.

Risk assessment Risk assessment and amended ground rules [agreed]. To
and ground
be reviewed in June.
rules for
multiple
households
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Experts by
Experience
Bloom Festival
"Mad
Language"
discussion.
Bloom Festival questions for
panel
Spring
Newsletter
Additional costs
for Microsoft
365
Quickbooks
New contract
letters and job
description

10th May 2.30-4pm. Book through Phoenix Centre.

A form has been made for people to to comment on
questions

June

Draft Newsletter agreed with amendments

Andrew

Subscriptions agreed for: Sarah- Apps for business @
£7.90pcm; Ben - Microsoft 365 Business Basic @
£3.90pcm
Cost increase agreed to £345.60 (including VAT)
Agreed to consult with employees regarding updating
contracts

Woodland Path by Chris
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Andrew

We are continuing to work
collectively to produce the Bridge
Collective newsletter. Anyone
interested in being a part of this
process please keep an eye out
for regular newsletter planning
online working spaces in the
website What’s On and on
facebook. We continue to be
happy to receive submissions of
articles, poems, art, thoughts,
ideas, and more for future
newsletters at any time. Please
email your contributions to
newsletter@bridgecollective.org.uk
Please make clear how you want
to be credited, e.g. full name,
anonymous, etc.

